Introduction
============

Prion diseases or transmissible spongiform encephalopathy are progressive fatal brain disorders affecting human and animal. This class of disease includes Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD), Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome (GSS), Familial Fatal Insomnia (FFI) and Kuru in human; Scrapie in sheep and goat; and Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) in cattle (Miller, 2009\[[@R22]\]; Prusiner, 1998\[[@R41]\]). Moreover, prion diseases are transmissible and can be infected among individuals of the same or different species. Treatment for this class of diseases is not yet available (Weissmann et al., 2002\[[@R51]\]).

Although the precise underlying molecular mechanisms of this disease remains unclear, all prion diseases are associated with the conversion of normal cellular prion protein (PrP^C^) into the pathogenic isoform (PrP^Sc^) (Race et al., 1987\[[@R42]\]). The accumulation of PrP^Sc^, which is rich in β-sheets and is protease-resistant, leads to the precipitation of fibrillar structures and eventually culminating in brain damage, which are the hallmark of cases with clinical prion diseases (Butler et al., 1988\[[@R1]\]).

A diverse array of compounds, both small and large molecules, has been extensively evaluated for their anti-prion properties. Small molecules that have been tested include acridine analogues (Dollinger et al., 2006\[[@R5]\]; Korth et al., 2001\[[@R17]\]; May et al., 2003\[[@R20]\], 2006\[[@R21]\]), statins (Kempster et al., 2007\[[@R15]\]), 2,4-diphenylthiazole and 2,4-diphenyloxazole amides (Heal et al., 2007\[[@R10]\]), pyrazolones (Kimata et al., 2007\[[@R16]\]), indole-3-glyoxamides (Thompson et al., 2009\[[@R49]\]), pyridyl hydrazones (Kawasaki et al., 2007\[[@R14]\]) and 2-aminothiazole analogues (Gallardo-Godoy et al., 2011\[[@R9]\]). In addition, larger molecules such as polyanionic chemotype (i.e. suramin, pentosan polysulfate) or polycationic chemotype (i.e. dendritic polyamines and cationic polysaccharides) (Yudovin-Farber et al., 2005\[[@R57]\]) have also been reported to exhibit anti-prion activity in cells. Among all molecules, 2-aminothiazole is considered a potent class of compound that can reduce satisfactory amount of PrP^Sc^ in neuroblastoma cells (ScN2a-cl3) and can be orally absorbed when formulated appropriately in liquid rodent diet to achieve steady-state brain concentration (Gallardo-Godoy et al., 2011\[[@R9]\]). This finding shows that this class of compound is promising therapeutic agents for treating prion diseases.

The concept of quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) has been widely used in drug discovery and design (Isarankura-Na-Ayudhya et al., 2008\[[@R12]\]; Nantasenamat et al., 2006\[[@R31]\], 2008\[[@R30]\], 2009\[[@R23]\], 2010\[[@R26]\], 2012\[[@R28]\]; Piacham et al., 2006\[[@R36]\], 2009\[[@R37]\]; Prachayasittikul et al., 2007\[[@R40]\], 2010\[[@R38]\], 2011\[[@R39]\]; Suksrichavalit et al., 2008\[[@R45]\], 2009\[[@R44]\]; Thippakorn et al., 2009\[[@R48]\]; Worachartcheewan et al., 2009\[[@R55]\], 2011\[[@R54]\]\[[@R56]\]). Computational formulation of predictive QSAR models is an important step in the drug design process as it helps avoiding unnecessary experimentation by seeking out relationships that exist between a compound\'s structure and its respective activities as well as elucidating the physicochemical characteristics that constitute the biological activity of interest. Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate the molecular properties of 2-aminothiazole derivatives that are responsible for the anti-prion activity of aminothiazole derivatives via the construction of predictive QSAR models for predicting the EC~50~ values using traditional learning methods and machine learning techniques.

Material and Methods
====================

Data set
--------

A data set of forty-seven 2-aminothiazole derivatives and their anti-prion activity were obtained from the work of Gallardo-Godoy et al. (2011\[[@R9]\]). The chemical structures of the compounds are shown in Figure 1[(Fig. 1)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The anti-prion activity was represented by the EC~50~ value, indicating 50 % maximal effective concentration of PRP^Sc^ in prion-infected neuroblastoma cells (ScN2a-cl3). EC~50~ values were subjected to data transformation by taking the negative logarithm to the base of 10 in order to obtain a more uniformly distributed data. This was performed according to the following equation:
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where pEC~50~ is the negative logarithm of EC~50~ values.

Geometry optimization and descriptors calculation
-------------------------------------------------

Chemical structures of the compounds were drawn using ChemAxon Marvin (ChemAxon Ltd., 2011\[[@R2]\]) and the molecular geometries were optimized at the density functional theory (DFT) level using Becke\'s three-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr hybrid functional (B3LYP) in combination with the 6-31G(d) basis set.

Such quantum chemical calculation was calculated using Gaussian 09 (Frisch et al., 2009\[[@R8]\]). Subsequently, a set of quantum chemical descriptors was obtained from the low energy conformer of the structures as generated by Gaussian 09. The quantum chemical descriptors used in this study included the total energy of the molecule (E~total~), highest occupied molecular orbital energy (E~HOMO~), lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy (E~LUMO~), dipole moment (*μ*) of the molecule, electron affinity (EA), ionization potential (IP), energy difference of HOMO and LUMO (HOMO-LUMO~gap~), Mulliken electronegativity (*χ)*, Hardness (*η*), Softness (*S*), Electrophilicity (*ω*), Electrophilic index *(ω*~i~), most negative atom in the molecule (*Q*~neg~), most positive atom in the molecule (*Q*~pos~) and the mean absolute atomic charge (*Q*~m~) (Karelson et al., 1996\[[@R13]\]; Parr et al., 1978\[[@R33]\], 1999\[[@R35]\]; Parr and Pearson, 1983\[[@R34]\]; Thanikaivelan et al., 2000\[[@R47]\]).

The low energy conformers were then submitted for further generation of an additional set of 3,224 molecular descriptors using DRAGON version 5.5 (Talete srl, 2007\[[@R46]\]). This descriptor set spanned 22 categories and comprises of 48 constitutional descriptors, 119 topological descriptors, 47 walk and path counts, 33 connectivity indices, 47 information indices, 96 2D autocorrelation, 107 edge adjacency indices, 64 Burden eigenvalues, 21 topological charge indices, 44 eigenvalue-based indices, 41 randic molecular profiles, 74 geometrical descriptors, 150 RDF descriptors, 160 3D-MoRSE descriptors, 99 WHIM descriptors, 197 GETAWAY descriptors, 154 functional group counts, 120 atom-centered fragments, 14 charge descriptors, 29 molecular properties, 780 2D binary fingerprints and 780 2D frequency fingerprints.

Feature selection
-----------------

Descriptors having constant value and pairs of variables with correlation coefficient greater than 0.9 were removed using the Unsupervised Forward Selection algorithm (UFS, version 1.8) (Whitley et al., 2000\[[@R52]\]) as described previously (Nantasenamat et al., 2005\[[@R29]\]). The descriptors were further removed using stepwise multiple linear regression using SPSS Statistics 18.0 (IBM Corporation, 2011\[[@R11]\]) in order to obtain important descriptors that will subsequently be used in correlating with anti-prion activities of 2-aminothiazole derivatives.

Multivariate analysis
---------------------

The independent variables (e.g. quantum chemical and molecular descriptors) and the dependent variable (e.g. pEC~50~) (Table 1[(Tab. 1)](#T1){ref-type="fig"}) were subjected to multivariate analysis using traditional learning methods, namely multiple linear regression (MLR) and machine learning techniques, particularly support vector machine (SVM) and artificial neural network (ANN). The learning approaches were selected to establish a relationship between the structures of 2-aminothiazole and their anti-prion activity.

The MLR models were calculated to obtain the following equation:
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where *Y* is the pEC~50~ of the 2-aminothiazole derivatives, *B~0~* is the intercept or the base value of pEC~50~ and *B~n~* are the regression coefficients of descriptors *X~n~*. MLR was calculated using the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka), version 3.4.5 (Witten et al., 2011\[[@R53]\]).

SVM is a machine learning method developed by Vapnik and coworkers that is based on the statistical learning theory (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995\[[@R3]\]; Vapnik, 1998\[[@R50]\]), which is a powerful technique for classification (Du et al., 2008\[[@R7]\]; Liu et al., 2004\[[@R19]\]) and regression (Dong et al., 2005\[[@R6]\]; Li et al., 2007\[[@R18]\]; Nantasenamat et al., 2008\[[@R24]\]; Niu et al., 2007\[[@R32]\]; Zhao et al., 2006\[[@R58]\]). An in-depth treatment of the concepts and theory of SVM has previously been reviewed (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000\[[@R4]\]; Sánchez, 2003\[[@R43]\]). Briefly, SVM was origin-ally developed as a linear classifier and was therefore limited to classification problems. However, with the introduction of the ε-insensitive loss function the technique is also capable of performing non-linear regression problems
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where *ε* denotes the tube size and it represents the approximation accuracy of the training data samples. Support vector regression seeks to find an *f(x)* function for which there is at most *ε* deviation from the experimental value of *y*~i~ for all training samples while trying to be as flat as possible. The loss function gives little consideration to error as long as it is less than *ε* and their is minimal deviation from it. As SVM is essentially a linear classifier, it must project the input variables onto a higher dimensional feature space by means of kernel transformation as described by the following equation:
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where *K* represents a kernel function and *ϕ* represents a mapping function from the input space onto the feature space. A series of hyperplane is then added to the newly generated higher dimensional feature space where the maximal-margin hyperplane that maximizes the distance between support vector hyperplanes is identified and used in reaching a solution. Popular kernel functions are comprised of linear, polynomial and radial basis function (RBF). A commonly used kernel function is RBF, which is used in this study is described below:
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In order to obtain good predictive performance for the SVM models, an empirical search of the SVM parameters is needed as there are no universal sets of parameters that perform well for all types of problems. The two parameters of the RBF kernel included the complexity parameter (C) and the gamma (γ) parameter, which were optimized in order to obtain the ideal configuration for the SVM model. Parameter optimization was performed using a two-level grid search that is comprised of an initial coarse grid search where the values of C and γ were adjusted using an exponential increase in the value. Subsequently, a local grid search of the optimal regions discovered in the coarse grid search was selected for further refinement of the model using a much smaller increment of steps.

Artificial neural network (ANN) implementing the back-propagation of error algorithm is an interconnected feed-forward network of neuronal nodes that essentially mimicks the inner workings of the brain. The principles of ANN have been described previously (Nantasenamat et al., 2005\[[@R29]\], 2007\[[@R25]\]\[[@R27]\]). Briefly, a typical ANN architecture is a network comprising of three interconnected layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer (Zupan and Gasteiger, 1999\[[@R59]\]). Information from the molecular descriptors is first sent to the input layer where they are subsequently relayed onto nodes of the hidden layer for further processing and finally sent to the output layer. The interconnections of nodes of the various layers are assigned a randomized weight value. Therefore, to achieve reasonable stabilization of the resulting values the calculations were performed for 10 times and their average values were used. Similar to SVM, the parameters in ANN were also optimized using an empirical trial-and-error search. The ANN parameters that were investigated are comprised of the number of nodes in the hidden layer, the learning epoch size, the learning rate and the momentum. ANN calculations implementing the back-propagation of error algorithm were performed using Weka, version 3.4.5.

Data sampling
-------------

Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV) was used in separating the data set into a training set and testing set. LOO-CV is a practical and reliable approach suited for small data sets as it allows the best economical usage of the available data. Briefly, the concepts of LOO-CV involve the leaving out of one data sample as the testing set while employing the remaining N-1 samples as the training set. In this manner, each of the samples of the data set had a chance to be used as the testing set.

Outlier identification
----------------------

Compounds having a standardized residual value exceeding ± 2 were identified as an outlier and were subsequently removed from the data set. The standardized residual values were calculated according to the following equation:
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where ![](EXCLI-11-453-i-007.jpg) is the standardized residual, *x~IJ~* is the value of interest, ![](EXCLI-11-453-i-008.jpg) and ![](EXCLI-11-453-i-009.jpg) are the mean value and *N* is the sample size.

Model evaluation
----------------

To assess the performance of the developed QSAR models, correlation coefficient (*r*) was employed as it describes the degree of correlation between the predicted and experimental values. Furthermore, root mean squared error (RMSE) was used as a measure of the predictive error of the model. RMSE was calculated according to the following equation:
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where *x~PRED~* represents the predicted pEC~50~, *x~EXP~* represents the actual pEC~50~, and *N* is the number of compounds in the data set.

Results and Discussion
======================

The aim of this study was to develop QSAR models for elucidating the inherent structure-activity relationship of 2-aminothiazoles by correlating the calculated physicochemical descriptors with their respective anti-prion activities. Therefore, in order to formulate accurate predictive QSAR models a wide array of molecular descriptors was obtained from quantum chemical and Dragon calculations. The descriptors were obtained from geometrically optimized structures calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The molecular descriptor and pEC~50~ values for each compound are shown in Table 1[(Tab. 1)](#T1){ref-type="fig"}.

Feature selection
-----------------

The multi-collinear and redundant descriptors obtained from the Dragon software package were reduced from 3,224 to 59 descriptors using UFS. An additional set of 15 quantum chemical descriptors derived from Gaussian 09 were combined with a set of 59 Dragon descriptors and the descriptors were then subjected to stepwise multiple linear regression in order to select relevant descriptors. The resulting subset of molecular descriptors is comprised of the standardized information content on the leverage equality (ISH), Moran autocorrelation of lag 8 weighted by Sanderson electronegativity (MATS8E), 2nd component symmetry directional WHIM index/ weighted by polarizability (G2p), frequency of N - N at topological distance 02 (F02\[N-N\]) and the number of hydrogen bond donor (nHDon).

Prediction of anti-prion activity using MLR
-------------------------------------------

The five selected molecular descriptors were then used in the construction of QSAR models using MLR. The initial MLR model provided moderate predictive performance yielding correlation coefficients of 0.7877 and 0.7227, respectively, for the training set (*r*~tr~) and testing set (*r*~cv~). The root mean squared error was 0.4470 and 0.5049, respectively, for the training set (RMSE~tr~) and testing set (RMSE~cv~). In efforts to develop robust QSAR models that are free from outlying compounds, a standardized residual cutoff criteria of ± 2 was employed. This led to the identification of compound number 8, 16 and 17 as outliers. This was re-iteratively performed until no outliers could be identified from the data set. The models and their predictive performance after outlier removal are shown in Table 2[(Tab. 2)](#T2){ref-type="fig"}.

The best MLR model was observed to be model 5 which provided high correlation coefficients (*r*~tr~ = 0.9356 and *r*~cv~ = 0.9073) and small error (RMSE~tr~= 0.2487 and RMSE~cv~= 0.2977) after removing a total of 9 outliers. The equation for QSAR model 5 is shown below:
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The 2-aminothiazole derivatives that were identified as outliers are comprised of compounds 7, 8, 12, 16, 17, 22, 25, 28 and 40. Investigations of the molecular structures were carried out in efforts to gain an in-depth understanding of reasons behind the outlying compounds. The structures of compounds 7 and 8 were flagged as outliers because they have more than one nitrogen atom on the substituent ring at the amine arm. This suggested that compounds with high anti-prion activity should not have more than one nitrogen atom on substituent sites. Compound 12 is different from other structurally related compounds because it is the only compound with a methyl group at the ortho position of the substituent ring. Compounds 16 and 17 had naphthalene as the substituent group and such polyaromatic ring did not bear any nitrogen atoms therefore making it hydrophobic and therefore differentiating them from other compounds.

The presence of a nonpolar benzene ring at the thiazole arm of compound 22 differentiated it from the rest of the compounds. Compound 25 was the only compound to have a methyl group emanating from the oxazole substituent. Similarly, compound 28 was the only compound to have the highly electronegative trifluoromethoxy group. Although the molecular structure of compound 40 did not significantly differentiate it from other compounds; interesting it was observed that the compound had the highest G2p value of 0.222 as compared to the mean value of 0.17417 and a standard deviation of 0.0137.

The relative importance of the molecular descriptors can be discerned from the regression coefficient values from the QSAR question of model 5. The molecular descriptors listed in order of decreasing importance is as follows: G2p \> ISH \> MATS8e \> F02\[N-N\] \> nHDon. G2p is a WHIM index that describes the second component symmetry directional weight by atomic polarizabilities. Taken together it was observed that potent molecules tend to have lower symmetry of atomic polarizabilities at second component to have high potency. Particularly, ISH is a descriptor that provides information on the molecular symmetry in terms of shape and the results suggested that potent compounds had asymmetrical structures. MATS8e is a Moran autocorrelation that essentially describes the autocorrelation of the atomic electronegativities. Lowering the correlation of electronegativities between atoms at different topological distance of lag 8 provided compounds with higher potency. F02\[N-N\] is a 2D frequency fingerprint describing the counting distance between N and N atoms at topological distance 02. Therefore, high activity compounds should have high frequency of nitrogen atoms at topological distance 02. nHdon is a descriptor describing the number of hydrogen bond donor present in the molecule. As such, compounds with higher number of hydrogen donor are unlikely to exhibit good anti-prion activity. Looking at this holistically, it can be summarized that the physicochemical properties necessary for anti-prion activity should be molecules that are asymmetrical with low propensity to form hydrogen bonds and possessing high frequency of nitrogen content at topological distance 02.

In order to discern the physicochemical properties governing the bioactivity of 2-aminothiazoles, the compounds were categorized as active, inactive and intermediate compounds using the following as cut-off criteria: \<1 μM, \>10 μM and 1-10 μM, respectively. It was observed from Table 3[(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"} that active compounds tend to have lower values for G2p, ISH, MATS8e and nHDon while having higher values of F02\[N-N\]. Of particular note is compound 47, which had the best anti-prion activity with an EC~50~ value of 0.081 μM while also having the least G2p value of 0.152. This observation confirmed the importance of G2p that is low symmetry of atomic polarizabilities at the second component.

Prediction of anti-prion activity using SVM and ANN
---------------------------------------------------

Additionally, QSAR model was constructed with SVM employing the same data set as MLR model 5. In order to obtain an optimal set of SVM parameters for pEC~50~ prediction, the C and γ of parameters were optimized using a two-level grid search. Initially, a coarse grid search (Figure 2a[(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was performed by exponentially adjusting the values of C and γ such that the exponent *n* value in 2*^n^* was varied from -19 to 19 using an incremental step of 2, which correspondingly sampled the regions of C and γ from 2^-19^ to 2^19^ using an incremental step of 2^2^. This is then followed by a local grid search (Figure 2b[(Fig. 2)](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) of the optimal regions identified in the coarse grid search. The optimal values for C and γ were 2^4.75^ (26.9087) and 2^-3.25^ (0.1051) respectively. The SVM model demonstrated good predictive performance as observed from correlation coefficients of *r*~tr~ = 0.9578 and *r*~cv~ = 0.9471 as well as root mean squared errors of RMSE~tr~ = 0.2022 and RMSE~cv~ = 0.2264.

An optimal set of ANN parameters was achieved by means of an empirical trial-and-error search for the number of hidden node, the number of learning epoch, learning rate and momentum as shown in Figure 3[(Fig. 3)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The results indicated that the optimal number of hidden nodes and learning epoch to use is 2 and 100, respectively, while the optimal configuration for the learning rate and momentum is 0.1 and 0.0, respectively. The predicted outputs were derived from the average of 10 runs of network training. It was observed that the ANN models could provide good predictive models for predicting the anti-prion activity as observed from the correlation coefficients of *r*~tr~ = 0.9399 and *r*~cv~ = 0.9023 as well as root mean squared errors of RMSE~tr~ = 0.2544 and RMSE~cv~ = 0.3043.

Of the tested learning methods, SVM was demonstrated to be the best learning approach for predicting the anti-prion activity while ANN and MLR gave similar level of performance. Summary of the predictive performance of the QSAR models for predicting anti-prion activity of 2-aminothiazole is shown in Table 3[(Tab. 3)](#T3){ref-type="fig"} while scatter plots of the predicted versus experimental values for the training and cross-validation testing sets of QSAR models are shown in Figure 4[(Fig. 4)](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

Conclusion
==========

In this study, traditional and machine learning approaches were employed in the development of QSAR models of 2-aminothiazole derivatives in order to establish a structure-activity relationship between the molecular descriptors of the compounds with their respective anti-prion activity. The MLR model indicated that high potency compound should be an asymmetrical molecule having low propensity to form hydrogen bonds and possess high frequency of nitrogen content at topological distance 02. Furthermore, the predicted anti-prion activities of 2-aminothiazoles using SVM were found to be in good agreement with their experimental values. Overall, the results suggested the robustness of the developed QSAR models in predicting the anti-prion activity as well as providing key insights on the physiochemical properties that is inherently found in the investigated 2-aminothiazole derivatives. Such knowledge serves as a general guideline for future structural modifications of 2-aminothiazoles as therapeutic agents against prion with potentially higher potency and less toxicity.
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